IDenTV provides leading AI capabilities to create new value in video with advanced computer vision content search and recognition. The AI-powered Intelligent Video Platform enables real-time video search, producing unparalleled analytics, actionable insights, and content management tools that allow you to monetize video content unlike ever before.

With Oracle, we’re able to realize these cost savings, make customizations quickly, and pass it on to our customers. I see a great future with Oracle because they’re innovators.

Amro Shihadah
COO
Amro established IDenTV with lean operations and a focus on bringing emerging technologies from concept to market.

Podcast: IDenTV’s Bob Milani on AI, Video and What It’s Really Like To Work With Oracle
Blog: The Startups Opening our Eyes and Ears to New Technology
Video: Oracle Cloud Revolutionizes Multimedia Understanding

Cloud Usage
Using Oracle Cloud Infrastructure saved IDenTV over 60% in costs compared to other cloud providers. IDenTV found Oracle to be over 2x faster on training models with higher accuracy, improving speed while maintaining quality of delivery.